This workshop is intended for people who know about the earning opportunities on the capital market and would like to become more intensively active on the stock exchange based on existing experience.

Your goal is to generate successful trades on the short-term investment horizon, regularly and independently of stock exchange phases. With theoretical knowledge alone, however, you are not going to earn any money on the stock exchange. Your account balance only grows sustainably thanks to real application of the knowledge and the experience steadily gained thereby.

In order to give you an optimal start, you already implement your new knowledge during the seminar. In this way, you can resolve any questions that occur directly and discuss them together. Furthermore, thanks to the live trading, you get an open insight into the daily routine of a full-time stock exchange trader. You can actively profit from his trading practices and experiences.

You can personally experience how he develops meaningful trading ideas in suddenly occurring situations, thereby sustainably earning money.

Topics that you can look forward to

Strategic elements in trading

Greed and fear – trading without these emotions

Reaching your goal with a plan – your individual trading strategy

- Trading capital
- Hedging capital
- Position sizes
- Tradable markets
- Tradable products – underlying assets, derivatives, CFDs,
- Creating your personal set of rules

Trade with the successful major investors

- Market players and their intentions
- Fundamental data – what you need to pay attention to
- Predetermining business development
- Discuss practical examples
The chart in stock exchange trading

- Trend types and elements
- Trend sizes
- Merging of trend sizes
- Timeframes
- Merging of timeframes
- What happens and when in trend development
- Effects of market events on the trend development
- Discuss various trading signals
- Visual depiction – efficient screen layout

Stock exchange trading in practice

- Day trading, swing trading, trend-following strategies
- Order types and their correct application
- Trade management – from the idea to the trade
- Creating an advantage in the market – trading from out of the correction
- Movement in the order book
- Portfolio expansion – cleverly increasing the investment ratio
- Pyramidization of positions – keeping hedging capital small – exponentially increasing profits
- Practical examples from history and contemporary day trading

Working with ease with the right equipment

- Essential building blocks for a trading PC/laptop
- The optimum programs for your trading style
- Finding the right broker

Preparation of a trading day

- Market preparation
- The latest news
- Daily economic news
- Fundamental screening
- Technical screening (chart patterns, volume, pivotal points)
- Supervision of existing positions

Designing trade scenarios – entry, hedging, target

- Strategies in day trend trading – trend, movement, correction
This is what you get out of the practical seminar

During the seminar, you find out how profitable stock exchange trading works. You are in a position to discover promising opportunities and develop working setups from this on your own.

You are familiar with profitable trading strategies and are able to incorporate these into your personal trading plan. Just like after the technical seminar, you possess the know-how about how professional stock exchange trading works.

However, the practical seminar offers you a great advantage. During the transfer of theoretical knowledge into practice, very important questions often arise. If this process is only initiated after the seminar, nobody is there to help you resolve these new questions individually and quickly.

This is why during the practical seminar, you have the opportunity to put what you have learned in practice directly and to clarify any new questions immediately.